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Assrnect
The carbonate-hydroxides
pyroaurite, stichtite and hydrotalcite are shown by r-ray
study to be isostructural.The dimorphismsuggestedby Aminofi and Broom6 in 1930for
pyroaurite is definitely proven, and is shown to extend to stichtite and hydrotalcite.
Rhombohedraland hexagonalgroupsare recognizedboth of which conform to the formula
MgoRz(OH)mCOi'4H2O,
whereR3:Fe,Cr or Al. Data for the six speciesinvolved(three
beingheredescribedasnew) follow:
RrroMsonnnn,{r-on Pvnoaunrrn Gnoup
Cell Contents
(Hexagonal unit)
P)'roaurite
Stichtite
Hydrotalcite
* Contribution
versity, No. 240.
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3(Mg6Fer(OH)rcCOa.4Hzo)
3(MguCrr(OH)toCOa.4HzO)
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Hn'xacoNat on SlocnnNrrn Gnoue (New)

Sjiigrenite
Barbertonite
Manasseite

MgoFez(OH)roCo:'4HzO
MgoCrz(OH)roCOr 4IIzO
MgdL(OH)mCOs 4HzO

6 . 2 0 1 5 . 5 7 1 . 5 7 3 1. 5 5 0
1.529
o . r , / t5 52 I . ) . ) /
6 . 1 2 1 5. 3 4 t . 5 2 4 1 . 5 1 0

1
3
3

The observed structural cells derived from singie-crystal and powder r-ray pictures
have one-half a0 and ,0 for the rhombohedral series and one-half oo for the hexagoncl series
as compared with the values cited. The dimensions here given are required for rational cell
yic61q,g'
contents. Dimensionally, c611h
):3:1 and the halved value of on (ca.3'l) for both
series is nearly identical with ao:3 12 of brucite.
The hexagonal and rhombohedral polymorphs very commonly occur intimately admixed, and in part are mutually oriented with rhombohedral {0001 } [1010] parallel hexagonal {0001} [1010].The mineralsarelamellaron [0001],often withpartiallvorcompletely
random stacking of microcrystals about [0001].
Brugnatellite, MgoFe(OH)uCOs'4HzO, is distinct from the minerals at hand, and the
identity of houghite with hydrotalcite is confirmed. New locaiities for pyroaurite include
Val Malenco and Val Ramazzo.Italv, and the first occurrence in the United States, at
BIue Mont, Maryland.

INrnonucrroN
The constitution and inter-relations of pyroaurite, stichtite, hydrotalcite and brugnatellite have long been matters of much confusion and
uncertainty. The principal factors contributing to this have been the
lack of adequate crystallographical data, and the complex and somewhat
unusual composition of the several species coupled with the generally
unsatisfactory nature of the available chemical analyses.A further complicating factor has been the lack of correlation between the many published contributions to the subject. In particular' the tr-ray study of
pyroaurite by Aminoff and Broom6 in 1930,with its indication of polymorphism, has been overlooked.The work of Manassein 1915which established the constitutional role of COz in hydrotalcite and pyroaurite
also has gone unnoticed.
In the present study it was found by x-ray and optical methods that
almost all specimensof hydrotalcite, stichtite and pyroaurite' regardless
of locality, are not homogeneous,but are intimate mixtures of hexagonal
and rhombohedral substancesof very similar physical and identical
chemical properties. The earlier work will be reviewed in detail before
the descriptive part of the study is presented.
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RnoiusoHBoRALoR Pvnoeunnp Gaoup
Pvnoeunrto
'Histori.cal. Pyroaurite was originally described and analyzed from
Lingban, Sweden,by Igelstrcim (1865). Additional analyseswere later
contributed by Mauzelius (in Flink, 1910), Johansson(in Aminoff and
Broom6, 1930)and Manasse(1915).Subsequentlya pyroaurite-like mineral was found at Haaf-Grunay, Scotland,by Heddle (1878)' who proposed the new name igelstromite, and the mineral was later said (Heddle,
1910) to occur at Hagdale and Nikka Vord, Unst. The analysesof the
Haaf-Grunay material are relatively low in COz,and Foshag(1920) has
suggestedthat the material was probably a mixture of brucite, hydromagnesite and limonite. This interpretation seems improbable, since
Heddle states that the ignited mineral is strongly magnetic; ignited pyroaurite is highly magnetic due to the conversion of the Fe3 to "y-FezOs
(maghemite).1In 1894a new occurrenceof pyroaurite was discoveredat
Nordmark, Sweden, by Sjdgren and was analyzed by Mauzelius. This
material is notablefor the large content of MnO (4.5per cent) and for the
apparent absenceof COz. The COz was not sought in the analysis and
may have been included in the HzO as determined by loss on ignition.
More recently, analyseshave been reported by Kurnakov and eernych
(1928)of material from Bashenowoin the Urals, and by Ellsworth (1939)
of exceptionally pure material from Rutherglen, Ontario. The Bashenowo
material contains a notable amount of Al, apparently in substitution for
Fe, but possibly due to admixture. Pyroaurite also has been reported
from Kraubat, Styria, and from two localities in southern Serbia by
Meixner (1937, 1938)but chemicalanalysesare lacking.
r The nature and orientation of the ignition products of pyroaurite will be described
jointly with H. V. Ellsworth in a forthcoming paper.
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The formula 3Mg(OH)z.Fe(OH)3.3H2O originally derived by lgelstrcim was accepted by Sjcigren (1894) and by Aminofi and Broom6
(1930), and the considerableand rather even tenor of COr in the analyses was ascribed to alteration. The analyses by Heddle (1878) of the
pyroauriteJike mineral from Haaf-Grunay are close to the formula
given above. Manasse,in 1915,re-examinedthe compositionof the mineral in the light of a dehydration study and three new analyses,and concluded that the COzwas constitutional. The formula derived by Manasse
is
4HzO'
Mg6Fe2(OH)roCOa'
Later, Foshag (1920) independently reached the conclusion that the formula given above represented the composition of the species.Ellsworth
(1939) on the basis of new analyses and a dehydration study of unquestionably fresh material from Ontario, also concludesthat this formula is
correct, but indicates that the content of water of crystallization probably is closer to 5HrO than 4HzO. The analyses of Ellsworth (1939),
Johansson(in Aminoff and Broom6, 1930)and Manasse(1915)are cited
in columns 1,2 and 3, in Table 1.
ANervsnsexo Crr,r.CoNrBNrsor Mnlrlnts or rrrl
Teslo 1. Crreurcer,
Pvnoauntto

MgO
FeO
MnO
FerO;
CrzOr
AIzOs
COz
HrO
Rem.
Total

35.84
0.01
23.37

lNr

Slcicnnlurn

Gtoups

35.44 35.60 s7.72 39.72 39.84 36.76 39.38
0.28
0 .1 0
0 .2 8
0.20 0.21
23.r9 23.73 4.18 1.89 090
14.5r

0.11
2.30 15.32 1 5 . 1 6 19.65 16,59
748
698
7 .3O
7. O 1 6 . 4 9 7 . 1 5 7 . 6 0
33.66 3 3 . 6 2 3 3 . 1 2 3 4 . 1 4 3 5 . 4 6 3 6 . 8 3 3 6 . 1 3 3 6 . 3 4
0.35
0 .1 4
OM
0 . 4 1 0. 6 7
100.18 100 16

99.61 100.00 100.71 100.13 100'07 100.00

Cor,r, CoNrrNrs oF TnE RnoMsortnnnA.r, Por-vuonpns
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o

t 7. 8
5.8

J.J

73.2
69.7

t 7. 6
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J.Z

74.6
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18.3

s.e I
I s.o

3.0
73.6
692

J

3.2
74.0
700
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18.0

s.e

s.7
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7r.6
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74.2
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Car,r,Coxrnxrs ol rrrE HnxecoNll Polyuonpns
Mg
Fe
Cr
AI
C
H

o

5 8

5.9

t.s

20 I
Itq

1.1
24.7
23.2

1.0
24.4
23.0

6.t

)

1.1
2 47
23.4

6.1

6 1

5.7

6.0

6

)I
20
1.1
24.s
23.4

1.e
1.0
2 52
2 36

2.4
1.0
24.8
2 36

2.O
1.1
24.9
23.6

l2
I
I
24
z,)

1 Pyroaurite. Rutherglen, Ontario. Pure sample. Semi-micro analysis. Ellsworth (1939).
2. "Pyroaurite." Lingban, Sweden. Known to be a mixture of pyroaurite and sjdgrenite. Rem. is SiO2. Johansson anal in Aminofi and Broom6 (1930).
3. "Pyroaurite." Lingban, Sweden. Presumed to be a mixture of pyroaurite and sjiigrenite. Rem. is insol. 0.39 and MnzO:0.28. Manasse (1915).
4. "Stichtite " Dundas, Tasmania. Presumed to be a mixture of stichtite and barbertonite. Recalculated to 100/6 after the deduction of SiOz 2.09, and FeO 0.28 as
chromite. Foshag (1920).
5. "Hydrotalcite."
Kongsberg, Norway. Known to be a mixture of hydrotalcite and
manasseite.Rem. is SiOz.Foshag (1920).
6. "Hydrotalcite."
Snarum, Sweden. Presumed to be a mixture of hydrotalcite and
manasseite.Rem. is insol. Manasse (1915).
7. Manasseite. Snarum, Sweden. Pure sample, but contains gibbsite. Rem. is SiOz.
F. A. Gonyer anal., October, 1940.
8. Manasseite. Analysis 7 recalculated to 100/o after deduction of SiOz 0.35, and gibbsite 6 38 (on basis of 6 Mg atoms per cell)

Crystallography.The crystallography of pyroaurite was first described
by Sj<igren(1894),who regardedthe crystalsfrom Nordmark as hexagonal with pyramidal hemihedry and calculatedthe ratio of a:c:1i3.6072
from {0001} n { 1011} : 76"30'.The pyramidal hemihedry is basedon the
occurrenceof a third order prism, probably {2130}, obliquely truncating
t h e e d g e so f { 1 0 1 0 } . O b s e r v e df o r m s a r e : { 0 0 0 1 } , { 1 0 1 0 } , { 1 0 1 1 1 ,
[2130] (?). In 1900Flink describeda new find of pyroaurite at Lflngban,
and distinguished what he termed two habits for the species.One type
consistedof broad thin hexagonalplates flattened on { 0001} and bounded
laterally by [a0a1]. The crystals of the secondtype were smaller, with
l evelop[ 0 0 0 1 ] , 1 0 2 2 1] a n d { 1 0 1 1 } , a n d h a d a d e c i d e dr h o m b o h e d r a d
ment. Both habits were referred to the same axes, with o: c:I:1.6557
from { 0001} n [ 4041| : 82o33'., The apparent hexagonal pyramid on the
crystals earlier described by Sj<igrenfrom Nordmark was interpreted by
Flink as equally developed positive and negative rhombohedra, which
closely approximate in position l022ll and 12021| in his unit for the
2 Flink gives 81o33' which his other measured angles, on crystals of the second type,
indicate to be a misprint for 82"33'. Aminoft and Broom6 (1930) remeasured several crystals
and obtained 81o25' and8lo22'. Thev accepted Flink's value and calculated o: c : I:1.4574.
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Lingban crystals. Morphological data are lacking for the other known
o c c u r r e n c eos f p y r o a u r i t e .
An r-ray study of the Lingban pyroaurite was made by Aminofi and
Broom6 in 1930.They found that the material included both a rhombohedral and a hexagonal substance,and that these substancescorrespondedwith the rhombohedral and hexagonalhabits recognizedby Flink.
The two substancesoccur intimately intergrown, and almost all of the
apparently homogeneoussingle crystals of pyroaurite afforded Laue and
powder photographs with both hexagonal and rhombohedral diffraction
effects.They found it impossibleto establishthe compositionof ejther of
the two substances,since there was no certainty that any of the existing
analysesreferred solely to one or the other of the two substances,and it
was not feasibleto examine by x-ray means sufficient material for a new
analysis. They then assumed that the two substanceswere polymorphous, and an effort was made to determinethe cell contentsand analyze
the structure. The following r-ray data were obtained (hexagonal coordinates):
A0

pyroaurite"
"Hexagonal
pyroaurite"
"Rhombohedral

3.097
3.089

Cn

15 56
23.23

AsiCs

1:5.024
l:7.52O

In the calculation of the cell contents the COz reported in the analyses
was regarded as secondary,and the formula taken as 3Mg(OH)z Fe(OH)r.3HrO. It was then found that the number of formula-units in the
unit cells were 0.t19and 0.75 for the hexagonaland rhombohedral substances, respectively,-results which in themselves are out of the question. Efforts to detect greater axial periods were unsuccessful,and the
suggestionwas made that specialpropertiesof the structure factor suppressedall of the reflections corresponding to the real identity period in
one or several directions. The assumption was then made that ao for the
two substancesshould be doubled, giving 2"n,.:l in the rhombohedral
unit and Zh.*.:2, and an ingeniousattempt basedon so-calledstructural
isomery was made to ana"lyzethe structures.
An x-ray Laue study of pyroaurite from Lingban has also been reported by Comucci (1930), who says that the mineral is monoclinic,
p s e u d o - h e x a g o n awl ,i t h a : b : c : O . 8 4 : . 1 : 2 . 6 0a n d B : 9 0 " 4 1 ' . C e l l d i m e n sions are not given. These results may be due to a maladjustment of the
crystal or to use of a deformed crystal.
Opticol Dato. The older optical data on pyroaurite are tabulated below. Hitherto it has not been known to which of the modifications of
pyroaurite this data is pertinent, but the present study proves that the
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data for the Rutherglen mineral certainly, and for the other material
presumably, relate to the rhombohedral modification.
Locality

Observed

1 . 5 6 0 + 00 0 3
1 . 5 6 5 + 00 0 3
1.562
1. 5 6 3
1.s67(Na)

Rutherglen, Ontario
Lingban, Sweden
Southern Serbia
Kraubat, Styria

1,543+0.003
| 529
1 . 5 4 3 + 00 0 2

Ellsworth(1939)
Larsen(1921)
Manasse(1915)
Meixner (1937)
Meixner (1938)

Pleochroic, with o yellow to brown, € neariy colorless. Sometimes biaxial, with small
2/ and variable.

New Data. RhombohedralPyroaurite. Type specimens of the transparent green pyroaurite from Rutherglen, Ontario, were examined
through the kindness of Dr. H. V. Ellsworth. The morphology, optical
properties and r-ray powder pattern (see Fig. 1) of this mineral proved
to be identical with the characters of the so-called rhombohedral pyroaurite from Lingban, as given by Flink, and by Aminoff and Broom6,
and independently determined by the writer on specimens from the
Flink collection. The Rutherglen mineral is entirely homogeneousand
fresh, and the analysis by Ellsworth (column 1, Table 1) thus indicates
the true compositionof the rhombohedralspecies.
Tasln 2. Arolrrc CoNrawrson SounMur,rrllr, pyno.tunrrl:UNrr Crr,r-s
Atomic Contents of Cell

Analysis
(Rutherglen)

Fezos23.37
MgO 35.84
IlrO 32.97
coz 7.30
MnO 0.01

Atomic
Quotient

Fe 0 . 2 9 3
Mg 0 . 8 8 9
H
3.663
L

o

0.166
3.492

Observedcell
oo: 3 095
co:23.27
F e : 0 .7 3

Ms:z.z
H:9 2
c:0.41
o:8 71

Co
doubled

t -.)

4.4
1 8. 3
0.83
r 7. 4

A0

doubled

29
89
36.6
r.66
34.8

,o times
eight, or
ao and. co
doubled
J.6J

tJ,z
J..l

69.6

Theory

6
18
72
3
69

An r-ray Weissenbergstudy was made of a single-crystalof the Rutherglen material. The lattice-type is rhombohedral and the cell dimensions
o.tg:as:3.095, c6:23.27, tn hexagonalcoordinates.These data confirm
the findings of Aminofi and Broom6. The cell contents calculated from
the observed dimensions on the basis of Ellsworth's analysis prove to be
irrational. Accepting the validity of the analysis and the specific gravity
(:2.14), then the observedcell dimensionsmust be sub-multiplesof the
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true cell. The cell contents calculated on the basis of simple multiples of
the observed cell are listed in Table 2. Rational cell contents which satisfy the essential condition that the number of atoms of a given kind
must be three or a multiple of three for the unit cell in hexagonal coordinates, are afforded by the following alternatives:
The observed o6 and c6 are half of the true values.
The observed cs is one-eighth of the true value.

The latter alternative must be excluded,,since a [0001] period of 186 A is
extremelyimprobable,and the doubled cell, with ao:6.19 and c6: 46.54,
is indicated as the true cell.3However, no evidencewas found on strongly
over-exposedWeissenberg,rotation or powder photographs of a multiple cell, nor did Aminofi and Broom6 find evidence of a multiple cell.
The spacegroup of the pseudo-cellas found by the Weissenbergmethod
is R3m, R3m or R32. The cell contents on the basis of the doubled cell
12HrO,and the simin hexagonalcoordinatesare MgraFeo(OH)ra(COr)a
plest formula for the mineral is
4HzO.
MgoFez(OH)roCOr.
This formula is identical with that earlier derived by Manasse (1915)
and Foshag (1920).4It may be noted that all of the creditable analysesof
"pyroaurite" are very close to the above formula, in spite of the fact
that all of the analysespresumably, and analyses2 and 3 in Table 1 certainly, represent mixtures. This is due to the fact that the admixed materials, as shown beyond, are polymorphous modifications.
The physical and other properties of rhombohedral pyroaurite need
not be treated here. The forms {0221} and {1011} observedby Flink on
crystals from L6.ngbanbecome {0115} and [2025], respectively,in the
doubled structural unit. Transformation
Flink to Frondel 0100/1000/0010/0005.
The name to be given to this mineral presents a problem, since the true
symmetry of the original pyroaurite described by Igelstrdm from Lingban is unknown. The name pyroaurite is here arbitrarily restricted to the
rhombohedral modification. Localities known definitely to afiord (rhom3 It may be remarked that Aminofi and Broom6 obtained rational cell contents with
Z:3 for their formula for a cell of one-half the volume here required. This is due to the
circumstance that, by mere chance, their formula had a molecular weight almost exactly
one-half that of the formula here accepted.
a An alternative but much Iess probable interpretation of the composition of pyroaurite
which does not require multiplication of the observed cell edges may be mentioned. The
mineral may be represented as having a defect structure in point of COa content with a
compensatinpJ amount of Fe3 substituting for Mg. The formula may be written as (Mg,
Fe*)s(OH)o(COr)*rr'liHrO, where * : ca. 0.75 and Mg : Fe : 3 : 1.
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bohedral) pyroaurite include L6,ngban, Sweden; Rutherglen, Ontario;
Kraubat, Styria, Germanyl Medenikamen and Belikamen, Serbia; Val
Malenco and Val Ramazzo, Italy; and Blue Mont, Maryland. At BIue
Mont, the first locality in the United States, the mineral occurs as a
flaky coating on a joint plane in serpentine.
The hexagonal mineral commonly admixed with pyroaurite is described on a following page under the name sjcigrenite.
HvonorarcrrB
Historical. Hydrotalcite occurs only as foliated and contorted platy to
fibrous masses,The mineral was originally describedfrom Snarum, Norway, by Hostetter in 1842, who regarded the considerable amount of
COz in his analysis as due to alteration and considered the mineral an
aluminate. J. D. Dana (1850) and Hermann (18a7) rightly placed the
mineral near brucite. Four analysesof the Snarum mineral by Rammelsberg (1859) also recorded large and rather constant amounts of COz,
which were ascribed to admixed basic magnesium carbonate. A similar
mineral was described by Hermann (1847) from Slatoust, in the Urals
and regarded as a distinct speciesunder the name voelknerite. Later,
Hermann (1849) and also Rammelsberg (1856) urged the identity of this
mineral with the Snarum material. The COzreported in one of the analysesof the voelknerite was again ascribed to admixture. A probable third
occurrenceof hydrotalcite was recognizedby J. D. Dana (1851), who
pointed out that the supposed specieshoughite, described by Shepard
(1851) from Somerville, New York, was a mixture of the so-calledvoelknerite and spinel. Analyses of this material by Johnson (1851) and by
Root (1868) are of little value. An analysis of material from a new occurrence at Nordmark, Norway, was given by Foshag in 1920.
The validity of the specieshydrotalcite itself was questionedby Kenngott (1866), who consideredthe material from both Snarum and Slatoust
as a mixture of gibbsite, magnesite and brucite. Later writers, including
Tschermak (1905), Zirkel (1898) and Bauer (1904) also held that the
material was a mixture, probably of gibbsite and brucite, and this view
was taken as highly probable by Hintze (1910). The speciesrank of the
mineral was establishedby Manasse, in 1915, who contributed four new
analyses together with dehydration and optical data and derived the
formula:
MgeAh(oH)16cor.4Hro.
Manasse proved that the COz was constitutional, and showed that hydrotalcite was the aluminum analogue of pyroaurite. It may be remarked, however, that J. D. Dana (1868) earlier considered that pyro-
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aurite was the ferrian analogue of hydrotalcite, and that Igelstrrim
(1865)and Groth (1889)beUevedthat the two specieswere isomorphous.
Also, Himmelbauer (1913) had stated his belief that hydrotalcite was
the aluminum analogue of the chromium mineral stichtite, and, earlier,
Petterd (1910) consideredstichtite to be the chromium analogueof pyroaurite. Both of these writers, and also Hezner (1912), admitted the
constitutional role of the COz. Foshag, in 1920, similarly concluded that
the COz was constitutional and that stichtite, hydrotalcite and pyroaurite all had the same generalformula, MgoRz(OH)roCOa.4HzO,
where
R:Cr, Al or Fe. Recently, analysesof hydrotalcite of undemonstrated
homogeneity from Snarum, and from a new locality at Bashenowoin the
Urals, have been reported by Kurnakov and eernych (1928). They state
the formula of hydrotalcite as MgoAl4(OH)r4(COI)B.8H2O
and give an
analogousformula for pyroaurite. The analysesand dehydration data of
these workers are out of line with the results of others.
Optical Data. The older optical data for hydrotalcite are summarized
below. The data apparently refer to the rhombohedral polymorph of
hydrotalcite describedbeyond.
Locality
Snarum, Norway

1.516+0.003 1.504+0.003
1.511
t.494
Birefrin

Bashenowo, Urals
Kongsberg, Norway
St Lawrence Co., New York

:0.0152
:0 0148

1 . 5 1 0 + 0 . 0 0 3 1 .495+ 0.003
1. 5 1 0
1 . 5 1 1 + 0 . 0 0 31.496+0.003

Larsen(1921)
Manasse(1915)
Kurnakov and
eernych (1928)
Kurnakov and
eernych (1928)
Larsen(1921)
Foshag(1920)
Larsen(1921)

The material from Bashenowo and Slatoust is said by Kurnakov and eernych (1928)
to be optically positive; this may refer to the sign of elongation and not to the optical
character, which in an OH-layerJattice of the present type should be negative. MichelL6vy and Lacroix (1888) give the average index (for Na) as 1.47, birefringence:0.014, for
the material from Snarum.

New Dato. RhombohedralHydrotalcite. An r-ray powder and optical
study was made of hydrotalcite from Somerville and Amity, New York,
of the specimen from Kongsberg analyzed by Foshag (1920), and of five
specimensfrom Snarum, Norway. The r-ray study showed that all of
the specimenswith the exception of the material from Somerville were
intimate mixtures of a hexagonal substance with a rhombohedral material identical in pattern with rhombohedral pyroaurite (Figs. 1, 2). The
mineral from Somerville gave a purely rhombohedral pattern. The de-
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l'rc. 1 X-ray polvder photographs of members of the pyroaurite and sjdgrenite groups.

Frc

2

X-ray porvder photographs of admixed and pure members.

gree of admixture varies in different specimensfrom the same locality
and in different parts of the same specimen,but the rhombohedral substance usually predominates greatly. Correlated optical and r-ray study
gave the following optical data: The rhombohedral substance has
r u : 1 . 5 1 0 t o 1 . 5 1 8a n d e : 1 . 4 9 5 t o 1 . 5 0 2 ,i n p a r t b i a x i a l d u e t o s t r a i n
with small 2V, varying to 0o in the same flake. These values are very
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close to those cited in the literature for "hydrotalcite." The hexagonal
substancehad or: 1.524 and e: 1.510,in part biaxial with small 2V and
variable. Optical evidence of admixture is difficult to establish, apparently because the hexagonal and rhombohedral substances occur together as submicroscopicflakes interlaminated on l'0001|, but was defi.nitely proven in several specimens.
The *-ray powder pattern of the rhombohedral substanceis identical
with that of rhombohedral pyroaurite, aside from a slight difference in
cell dimensions(Figs. 1, 2). The dimensionscalculatedfrom the powder
pattern a,t1io,n:3.065,c6: 23.07, in hexagonalcoordinates.The composition of the mineral can not be fixed directly, since none of the analysesof
hydrotalcite are definitely known to have been made on a homogeneous
rhombohedral sample. The following evidence,however, establisheswith
reasonablecertainty the formula
MgoAlr(OH)roCOgHzO
for the mineral, analogousto the formula of pyroaurite:
1. The o-ray data indicates that the mineral is isostructural with pyroaurite The
slightly smaller cell dimensions correspond to the substitution of Al for Fe.
2. Analyses of samples knorvn or presumed to be mixtures, specifically including the
Kongsberg material analyzed.by Foshag, which is found by r-ray study to be a mixture in
almost equal proportions of the two substances, yield a formula with the identical ratio of
pyroaurite. This also is presumptive evidence of the polymorphic relation of the hexagonal
and rhombohedral substances. The cell contents calculated for two of the creditable
analyses are given in columns 5 and 6, Table 1, and are in close accord with the formula
given above. The doubled cell, with ao:6.73t co:46.15, is again required.

The symmetry of the original hydrotalcite of Hostetter (1842) from
Snarum is unknown, and the name hydrotalcite is here arbitrarily restricted to the rhombohedral modification. The hexagonal substance
commonly admixed with hydrotalcite is described on a following page
under the name manasseite.
Srrcurnn'
Historical. Stichtite occurs only massive, as aggregates of fibers or
plates, often matted or contorted, and as cross-fiberveinlets. The mineral was originally describedfrom Dundas, Tasmania, by Petterd in 1910,
and was analyzed by Wesley (in Petterd, 1910) and later by Ilezner
(1912) and Foshag (1920). Hezner, unaware of the work of Petterd, described her material as a new species,chrombrugnatellite. Himmelbauer
(1913) later showed the identity of lfezner's mineral with stichtite. A

.
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Secondoccurrenceof the mineral, near Barberton in the Transvaal, was
described by A. L. Ilall (1922) with an analysis by Mccrae and weall.
Recently a third occurrence,at cunningsburgh, Shetland Islands, Scotland, was described and analyzed by Read and Dixon (1933). Stichtite
also has been found at the Megantic mine, Black Lake, Quebec, by
Poitevin and Graham (1918),but analysesare lacking'
Stichtite occurs intimately admixed with chromite and serpentine and
unquestionably homogenous material has not yet been analyzed. Petterd derived the formula SMg(OH)z' MgCOr' 2(Cr,Fe)(OH)r' 5HzO, but
the MgO:(Cr,Fe)zO3 ratio of his analysis is closer to 7:l than 6:1'
Heznerobtained the formula 5Mg(OH)z' 2MgCOr' 2Cr(OH)r' 4HrO after
the deduction ol 16.49 per cent impurity. Foshag, working on material
stated to be homogeneousexcept for admixed chromite (although the
analysis contains 2.09 per cent SiOz, suggesting the presenceof serpentine), obtained the formula SMg(OH)r' MgCOr ' 2Fe(OH)s 4HzO, analogous to the formula derived by him for pyroaurite and hydrotalcite.
IJall (1922) doubted that the mineral had a definite composition. Read
and Dixon recalculated their analysis and the earlier analyses after deducting SiOzas serpentine and FeO as chromite, FeCrzOa.On this basis
all of the analysesagreefairly well with the formula SMg(OH)z' MgCOa'
Mg[COa(OH)r]'2(Cr,Fe)(OH)3'4HrO.However, no great confidencecan
be placed in this or in the other formuiae proposed in view of the uncertainity as to the composition and amount of the impurities present. This
is particularly true of the admixed chromite, which while assignedthe
formula FeCr2Oa,for the purposesof the calculation, actually in nature is
usually both highly magnesian and ferrian. A considerableerror in this
respectmay be introduced in the analysis of the Cunningsburgh mineral,
which as recalculated by Read and Dixon contains 27'89 per cent
chromite as FeCrzOaand but 45.97 per cent stichtite. Hezner deducted
from her analysis 11.23 per cent serpentine as HaMgrSizOs,although her
separateanalysisof the serpentinousrock forming the matrix of the specimen contains FeO above any interpretation of the CrrOa as chromite,'
and otherwise differs considerably from the formulae given. A similar
objection can be raised against the deduction of serpentine as HaMgsSizOsin the recalculation by Read and Dixon of the stichtite from Barberton, as a separate analysis of the serpentinous matrix of the stichtite
shows it to be highly ferruginous.
Optical Data. The older optical data for stichtite are tabulated below.
It is shown beyond that the data for the Dundas mineral refer to rhombohed,ralstichtite, and that the data for the Cunningsburgh material probably refer to the hexagonal polymorph, barbertonite.
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Locality
Dundas, Tasmania
Cunningsburgh, Scotland

Observer

1.542
1 .559(Na)

Faintly pleochroic in violet, with absorption o)e.
with small 2V and variable.

(Na)

Himmelbauer (1913)
Read and Dixon (1933)

Elongation positive. rn part biaxial

New Data. Rhombohed,rol
stichtite. Stichtite from Dundas, Tasmania,
from Black Lake, Quebec, and from the Barberton district, Transvaal,
was examined by optical and x-ray methods. The *-ray study showed
that the Dundas and Barberton materials were intimate mixtures of a
hexagonal substancewith a rhombohedral substanceidentical in patrern
with (rhombohedrat) pyroaurite and hydrotarcite (Fig. 1). The material
from Black Lake was composed solely of the rhombohedral substance.
The material from Dundas was composed.very largely of the rhombohedral substance, and optically some samples were homogeneouswith
<o:1.545, e:1.518, in part biaxial due to strain with small and variable
2v' These indices are very close to those given by Himmelbauer for the
material from Dundas analyzed by Hezner. The Barberton material was

The cell dimensions of the rhombohedral substance as obtained from

group with the formula:
MgoCrz(OH)16CO3. 4H2O.

The cell contents calculated on the basis of the doubled cell (as:6.18,
co:46.38) for the analysisof the Dundas material by Foshag are given
in Table 1, column 4, and are fairly close to the requirements of the formula indicated above.
The original stichtite of Petterd (1910)came from Dundas, Tasmania,
a n d t h e n a m e s t i c h t i t e is conveniently retained to refer to the rhombo-
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hedral modification, which predominates at this locality. The hexagonal
substancecommonly admixed with stichtite is described on a later page
under the name barbertonite.
HBxecoxar oR SrdGRENrreGnouP
SydcnoNrrn
Broad plates of so-calledpyroaurite from Lingban with the hexagonal
habit, recognizedby Flink (1900) and by Aminoff and Broom6 (1930)'
were examined by the Laue method and found to be hexagonal' The int e r i o r p o r t i o n o f l a r g e f l a k e sh a d a : 1 . 5 7 3 + 0 . 0 0 3 , e: 1 . 5 5 0 i 0 . 0 0 5 , b u t
the indices varied somewhat,especiallytoward the margins of the plates.
The indices are notably higher than those of rhombohedral pyroaurite.
The r-ray powder photograph of a homogeneoussample was indexed in
terms of a hexagonalcell with the dimensioDsl06:3.10, c6:15.57. These
dimensions are identical with those for the hexgaonal substance recognized by Aminoff and Broom6. Optical or other evidencewhich definitely
associatesany of the reported analyses of so-calledpyroaurite with the
hexagonal substance is lacking. The following evidence, however, indicatesthat the hexagonalsubstancehas the formula:
MgoFez(OH)roCOr'4Hro
and hence is polymorphous with pyroaurite:
1. The mineral is found by x-ray study to be isostructural with the hexagonal minerals
manasseite and barbertonite, described beyond, which occur associated with hydrotalcite
and stichtite, respectively. A new analysis of manasseite and indirect evidence for both
manasseite and barbertonite indicate that they have the general formula MgoRz(OH)roCOs'
4HzO and are polymorphous with hydrotalcite and stichtite. The isostructural relation to
these minerals indicates that the hexagonal substance here described has the same general
formula.
2. Unit cell contents expressing the formula given above are afiorded by Johansson's
analysis of a sample from Lingban known to be a mixture of the hexagonal substance and
pyroaurite, by Manasse's and other creditable analyses of the Lingban material (which can
be presumed to represent mixtures) and by the analysis of Ellsworth on the pure Rutherglen pyroaurite (see columns 2 and 3, Table 1). This is presumptive evidence both of the
correctness of the formula and of the polymorphic relation of the hexagonal substance to
pyroaurite. Rational cell contents, however, are afforded only when the observed oo is
doubled (:6.20).

The name sjdgrenite is proposed for the mineral here described in
honor of Hjalmar Sjcigren (1856-1922), Swedish mineralogist and formerly Professor of Mineralogy at the University of Stockholm, who described the occurrence of so-called pyroaurite at Nordmark, Sweden'
The properties of sjcigrenite are as follows: Hexagonal; structure cell
ao:6'20, co: 15.57.Crystalsare broad basalplatesboundedlaterally by
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striated and indistinct pyramids or a prism. Hardness:2f. Specriic
gravity:2.11 (observed), 2.ll (calculated). Uniaxial negative, with
a:1.573, e:1.550. Color creamy white, yellowish,nearly colorlesslluster on cleavagespearly. Known only from Lingban, Sweden, where it
occurs mostly in parallel growths with pyroaurite.
MeNassBrrp
The hexagonal substancerecognizedin the r-ray powder photographs
of hydrotalcite from Snarum and Kongsberg, Norway, and Amity, New
York, has a pattern identical with those of sj<igreniteand the chromium
mineral barbertonite, described beyond. The observed cell dimensions
& t e i a s : 3 . 0 6 , c s : 1 5 . 3 4 . O n e o f t h e s p e c i m e n fsr o m S n a r u m w a s a l m o s t
entirely free from admixture with hydrotalcite and was analyzed by Mr.
F. A. Gonyer (column 7, Table 1). Under the microscope this material
was found to contain minute embedded grains of a mineral identified
with some certainty as gibbsite, and rare grains of diaspore and an unidentified mineral. The cell contents calculated for this analysis are in
satisfactory agreement with the formula:
. 4Hro'
MgoAlz(oH)16Cor
It is necessary,however, to double the observed value of @0,as with
sjrigrenite. The agreement with the formula becomes very close if the
analysis is recalculatedafter the deduction of 6.38 per cent gibbsite
(column 8, Table 1). The analysis by Foshag (1920) of the so-calledhydrotalcite from Kongsberg, which is found on r-ray study of the analyzed specimen to represent a mixture in almost equal proportions of
hydrotalcite and the hexagonal substance here described (see Fig. 2),
also affords cell contents (column 5, Table 1) in satisfactory agreement
with the formula cited above. These facts indicate with reasonablecertainity that the mineral is identical in composition with hydrotalcite.
The name manasseiteis proposed for this mineral in honor of Ernesto
Manasse (1875-1922), Italian chemist, mineralogist and petrographer,
formerly Professor of Mineralogy at the University of Florence, who
made important contributions to our knowledge of hydrotalcite and pyroaurite. The properties of manasseiteare as follows: Hexagonal; structure cell: ao:6.12, d0: 15.34.Occursas contortedlamellar-fibrousmasses.
Perfect cleavage {0001}. Hardness 2. Specificgravity 2.05+0.05 (observed),2.00 (calculated).Color white to bluish white, with a pearly
luster on the cleavages.Uniaxial negative,with co:1.524, e:1.510, and
in part biaxial due to strain with small 2V varying to 0o in the sameflake.
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B.qnsonroNrrB
The hexagonal substance recognized in the r-ray powder patterns of
stichtite from Dundas, Tasma4ia, and Barberton, Transvaal, is identical
in pattern with sjdgrenite and manasseite (Fig. 1). The cell dimensions
dtEi ao:3.085, ca:15.52. Analysesknown to refer only to the hexagonal
substance are lacking, but the isostructural relation to sjdgrenite and
manasseite indicates that the mineral is the chromium member of the
hexagonalgroup with the formula:
MgoCrz(OH)roCOr'4HzO
and is polymorphouswith stichtite. The indicesof the mineral (c'r:1'557,
e:1.529) are very closeto thoseof the so-calledstichtite from cunningsburgh, Scotland, and the analysis by Read and Dixon (1933) of this material may represent the hexagonal substance.While neither this analysis
nor the analysis cited by Hall (1922) for the Barberton material is satisfactory, due to gross admixture with serpentine and chromite as previously discussed,the ratios derived from them are fairly close to those of
the formula given above. The cell contents (column 4, Table 1) calcuIated on the basis of the analysis by Foshag (1920) of the (admixed)
material from Dundas, also are close to the formula given. The observed
@6muSt again be doubled to give rational contents, as in the case of
sjiigrenite and manasseite.
The name barbertonite is proposedfor the mineral after the occurrence
in the Barberton district, Transvaal. The properties of barbertonite are
a s f o l l o w s :h e x a g o n a l sl t r u c t u r ec e l l : o s : 6 ' 1 7 , c s : 1 5 ' 5 2 ' o c c u r s a s c o n torted lamellar-fibrous massesand.as cross-fiberveinlets. Hardness:1*2. Specific gravity:2.10+0.05 (observed), 2'11 (calculated)' Perfect
cleavage [0001]. Color rose-pink to violet. Uniaxial negative, with
co: 1.557,e:1.529, and in part biaxial due to strain with small and variable 2V.
MopB

oF INTERGRowTH

oF THE PoLYMoRPHS

Sjcigrenite occurs at Lingban as oriented growths upon pyroaurite,
with sjcigrenite{0001} t10101parallel pyroaurite {0001} [1010].Ln r-ray
study of the growths is given by Aminoff and Broom6 (1930).Pyroaurite
occurs analogously oriented upon brucite at Kraubat, Styria (Meixner,
1938).The @0values of pyroaurite (:6.19), sjdgrenite(:6.20) and brucite (3.12X2:6.24) are nearly alike, and the mutual orientation doubtlessly is conditioned by a near identity in arrangement and spacing of the
OH ions in the {0001} layers.
Manasseite and barbertonite commonly occur admixed with their
rhombohedral analogues,and the existenceof a mutual orientation simi-
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lar to that between sjrigrenite and pyroaurite was sought by an x-ray
Laue examination of cleavageflakes of the intergrowths. A very unusual
mode of association was found. The hexagonal and rhombohedra"la"naloguesappear to consist of microscopicor submicroscopicplates interlaminated on {0001} with a partially or completely random stacking of the
plates about [0001]. This arrangement is deducedfrom Laue photographs
such as are shown in Fig. 3. in which the complete circles are found to be
Ioci of reflection of single planes (spots) on normal single-crystal Laue
photographs taken along [0001]. Figure 3, right, shows a partially random stacking in a mixture composed largely of barbertonite. A com-

Frc

3. Laue photographs taken along [0001] of cleavage flakes of manasseite (left)
and of a barbertonite-stichtite intergrowth (right). Fe radiation.

pletely random stacking about [0001] was found in a cleavage flake
composedentirely of manasseite.The pyroaurite from Rutherglen gives
a perfect single-crystal photograph, without asterism or circles.
The origin of the random character of the intergrowths is difficult .f
explanation. The occurrence of the minerals as more or less contorted
massesin serpentinesuggeststhat mechanicaldeformation has been effective. rt is also obscure why the polymorphs should so commonly occur
together in the first place. The extended laminar character of the intergrowths and the relatively large development of surface between the two
phases makes it seem improbable that the associationrepresents an incomplete polymorphic inversion. Possibly the associationis primary, and
the appearanceof one or the other modification over brief periods of time
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during crystallization may be a chance phenomenon involving a choice
between closely related structures of essentially equal thermodynamic
stability. The polymorphism presumably arisesin differencesin the manner or period of stacking of hydroxide layers (i.e., OH-cation-OH layers)
along [0001]. A brucite-like arrangement almost certainly constitutes one
of the layer motifs. The mutual associationpossibly unites the structure
of the two phasesin such a manner that identical layers adjoin, defining
a virtual third phase in the contact region. This may be a brucite block
of structure in the present instance. The virtual contact phase possibly
insulates, and maintains a zero interfacial energy between, the two polymorphs proper and prevents transformation.
BnucNarnrr-rrB
Brugnatellite was originally described and analyzed by Artini (1909)
from the Val Malenco, Lombardy, Italy. Later, the mineral was reported
by Pelloux (1913) and analyzed by Artini (1922) from Monte Ramazzo,
Liguria, Italy. A third occurrence of the mineral, at Viu, Val di Lanzo,
Piedmont, Italy, was analyzed by Fenoglio (1927), and an analysis of an
additional occurrence, at Cogne, Val d'Aosta, Italy was reported by
Fenoglio (1938).Brugnatellite is said by Larsen and Goranson(1932) to
occur at Iron Hill, Colorado, but no description is given.
Both Artini and Fenoglio recognizedthe constitutional role of the COz,
and deducedthe formula:
MgoFe(OH)rs'COe4HrO.
This formula differs from that of pyroaurite and sjiigrenite in containing
one-half as much Fe3. In 1938 Fenoglio described an N-ray Laue and
powder study of brugnatellite. He obtained a hexagonal (trigonal) cell
o n t h e b a s i so f t h e
with ao:5.47 and co:15.97, and with Z:0.97-l
formula given above. The optical data for brugnatellite are tabulated
below.

Localityl"i.
Val Malenco, Italy
Monte Ramazzo, Italy

1 533 (Na)
1. 5 3 5
1540+0.003
I . J.JO

Val di Lanzo, Italy

1. 5 3 6
1 5 3 7 + 0 . 0 0 (Na)1
1

Pleochroic. with o vellowish red ancl € colorless

1 . 5 1 0 +0 . 0 0 5

Artini (1909)
Larsen(1921)
Larsen(1921)
Foshag(1920)
Artini (1922)
Fenoglio(1927)
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l{ew Data. Type brugnatellite was not available for study. A specimen
labreledbrugnatellite from the original locality in the Val Malenco proved
to be an intimate mixture of a pale yellow uniaxial negative mineral with
c,r:1.535 to 1.540 (brugnatellite ?) with artinite, chrysotile,hydromagnesite, brucite and abundant pyroaurite. The r-ray powcier pattern was
Iargely that of pyroaurite, with additional lines due to admixture. Three
specimens labelled brugnatellite from Monte Ramazzo were also examined and proved oL x-ray and optical study to be mixtures largely of
pvroaurite and brucite.
The possibility suggesteditself that the pyroaurite in the specimens
actually is brugnatellite, and that this speciesis isostructural with pyroaurite with a defect lattice in point of Fer content. The fact that pyroaurite has not been previously reported from these localities encourages
this view-granting the authenticity of the specimens. However, the
Laue data given for brugnatellite by Fenoglio (1933), who appears to
have used analyzedtype material, show that the lattice mode is primitive
hexagonal,and in this differs from the centered (rhombohedral) lattice of
pyroaurite, while the point-symmetry is trigonal, and in this difiers from
the hexagonal mineral sjcigrenite.The cell dimensions and powder patterns also are unlike, as are the indices of refraction. Further, the four
analysesof brugnatellite, from four different localities, uniformly show a
FeBcontent one-half that of pyroaurite and sjcigrenite.This fact, however, is not rigorous evidence against a defect lattice, although it is true
that uniformly simple and numerically small ratios between occupied
and vacant positions are generally lacking in defect structures as commonly defined. The conclusionsseem forced that brugnatellite is a distinct speciesfrom pyroaurite and sjcigrenite,and that pyroaurite occurs
associatedwith brugnatellite at Val Malenco and Val Ramazzo.
Two additional carbonate-hydroxidesof Mg and Fe were recognizedin
the course of the present study as new and different from the minerals
at hand, and the mineralogy of the magnesium carbonate-hydroxides
appears to be complex. The ill-defined pyroaurite-like materials described
by Heddle (1878)from Haaf-Grunay and by Sjdgren (1894)from Nordmark, and the so-calledhydrotalcite from Slatoust and Bashenowoalso
may representdistinct species.
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